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Chapter 15:  

The Christmas ’87 Bonus: 
 

By December – some four months into the new style SBS Treasury 

operation the - lingering issue concerning the SBS Management’s real 

intent to honour Rudi’s Contractual Bonus clause had become of 

increasing concern.   

The SBS Treasury gross profits since Rudi’s joined were above $6 

million by mid December.  The real value of any expected Bonus in 

Rudi’s mind - and with respect to Industry standards was approaching 

$1.5 million.  With nothing for his AGM Paul Ogilvy for over a month – 

he was having thoughts that Ogilvy’s Management might not be aware 

of the ‘BONUS’ clause.  He had made up his mind to seek a meeting with 

the SBS CEO Denis Cleary about this matter.   

The whole issue of his remuneration - and the worth of an 

employee was an issue close to Rudi’s heart.  Every employ since he 

joined the Financial Markets had seriously ripped him off in some way.  

With Lloyds it was the rescinding of his superannuation entitlements, 

only one week short of his three year qualification period.   

With ABN - Management reneged on a deal to oust the ABN 

Treasurer after approaching him to give them the cause over false 

reporting of profits that caused his job loss.  At MMD Butlers, it was a 

CEO called Noel Blows who overspent on recruitments, and when 

London Head Office realised the Australian operational budgets were 

compromised - Rudi’s Brisbane job was one of the first to go.  This is a 

volatile industry and Rudi was aware of this – that is why Bonus’s are 

accessed quarterly and in most cases paid bi-annually. 

In each of his previous employs - he had raised profitability and 

exceeded budgets – and when it came time for Management to deal with 

bonus’ and salary reviews - they found reasons to not honour promised 

remunerative payments and this always led to Rudi walking.  He 

deemed that the trust with Management had gone and they no longer 

deserved his services or the profits he made.  It was arrogance – but it 

was also a case of being exploited - and others using his success to 

fatten their own pockets.   

He trusted his market ability to walk with no future employ lined 

up – he had been head-hunted several times and knew he had market 

value – it was no different at SBS – he did not want to leave SBS having 

created the nucleus of a very good Treasury operation.  He just wanted 

SBS to honour the deal they struck.   

Rudi’s past employ experiences was at the heart of his insistence 

on the Bonus clause in his contract.  Yet – some four months later and a 

few discussions with Ogilvy about the progress of the Bonus structure - 

there was no evidence the matter had progressed.   

Shortly before Christmas and before Rudi had acted on his intent 

to approach Cleary - the Bonus Clause situation all came to a head.  

Again, the Bonus clause in Rudi’s contract read: 
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Bonus: 

‘A Bonus/Incentive scheme which reflects performance and 

contribution will apply.  The parameters of this scheme are to be 

developed between ourselves.’ 

 

Ogilvy had indicated in the initial sign-on interview that there was 

no one currently employed at SBS who had a bonus clause in their 

contract.  This did not give Rudi any reason to pause – the goodwill and 

intent surrounding the inclusion of the Bonus clause was why Rudi had 

placed his faith in the SBS Management.   

In the days just before Christmas ‘87, the SBS CEO Denis Cleary 

had a letter hand delivered to Rudi in the SBS Treasury Dealing room.  

It was a Christmas message in a sealed internal envelope and contained 

a statement of appreciation for all the hard work.  There was a cheque 

for $6,000 attached.  It was Rudi’s ‘Christmas Bonus’. 

Rudi looked at the cheque and re-read the letter 2-3 times to try 

to make some sense of it.  Rudi’s thoughts were anger, betrayal, 

confused and a real sense of rage began to swell within him.  He felt 

screwed again.   

His mind was asking him questions - ‘surely Cleary was not that 

stupid – how could he think a $6,000 Bonus was adequate for someone 

who had generated well over $6 million in profits – and had a Bonus 

clause to back up why Rudi felt this was a complete slap in the face.’  

‘How many other SBS staff got Christmas’ bonus’s - and what was 

their value contribution compared with the SBS Treasury profits for the 

year to date?’, was another rage induced thought.   

No other Treasury staff got a letter from Cleary.  He had to think 

seriously on this matter and work out how he would approach it.  He 

wondered whether Ogilvy had any input to this cheque and its value.   

Rudi held onto the cheque for a day.  Next day he called Cleary’s 

secretary early morning and arranged to have a meeting with Cleary.   

The meeting was early morning and Cleary welcomed Rudi with a 

gregarious handshake and a booming welcome.  There were pats on the 

back and congratulations on the good work done.  He was obviously 

feeling good and was having a good day.  

Rudi actually felt Cleary’s enthusiasm and it was in some ways 

infectious.  He felt a little embarrassed and a wave of guilt crept over 

him at the purpose for the meeting. 

Rudi quickly refocused his thoughts as to why he was there.  His 

first move was to place the $6,000 cheque on the desk in front of 

Cleary.  Rudi remained silent and standing in front of Cleary’s desk for a 

few seconds.  Cleary was seated as he looked at the cheque and was 

unsure what Rudi's gesture meant.  Cleary looked confused and was 

uncertain in how to respond.  Rudi saw this and decided to take the 

lead.   

He proceeded to tell Cleary, ‘Denis, I think that this cheque 

represents some misunderstanding of the ‘Bonus’ clause in my 

Employment Contract.’   
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As quick as a flash, Cleary arose quickly from his chair as if stung 

by some insulting remark.   

He was quick to respond in saying - ‘I am not aware of any bonus 

clause included in your Employment Contract.’  

His body language was aggressive and Rudi was a little surprised 

but not deterred – Cleary’s response answered so many questions and 

he now knew Ogilvy was the cause and the reason.   

Cleary’s response was not entirely unexpected - he was half 

expecting some sort of denial or expression relating to the progress of 

the Treasury Bonus scheme – but Cleary’s response was genuine from 

Rudi’s perspective.    

Rudi now had thoughts of Ogilvy’s agenda in not seeking Cleary’s 

approval for the Bonus Clause in his contract.  Ogilvy had been sitting 

on his hands over the issue all this time – he had lied to Rudi and this 

was the first time he had reason to mistrust any SBS Executive.  .   

  To calm Cleary and his ‘shock’ response - Rudi produced a copy 

of his employment contract as a counter move.  Cleary then proceeded 

to read it.   

Within a few moments and without reading the whole letter, Cleary 

was on his feet again and explaining that he was unaware of the BONUS 

clause included in the contract.  He said that he had not signed off on 

the appointment with that clause in the contract.  Cleary seemed more 

annoyed if anything as he made this statement.   

He quickly composed himself – he then proceeded to recover 

himself and comment on how he now understood why Rudi was standing 

across from him wanting to discuss the bonus cheque.   

This was Rudi’s first real exchange with Cleary in a one on one 

environment.  He let him dangle a few moments by not responding in 

any way - waiting for Cleary’s next comments.  

Rudi was not going to rush in and give-up this new-found position 

of strength – Cleary was clearly embarrassed and Rudi calculated it was 

Cleary who had to come up with the solution.  He realised that this was 

a very critical and important moment in his developing relationship with 

Cleary.   

If it was handled badly - Rudi could see all that was littered 

throughout his last eight years becoming a continuing saga.   

In Rudi’s eyes, this was now Cleary’s mess and responsibility.  

Perhaps Ogilvy shared the bulk of the responsibility - if Cleary could be 

believed.   

He continued to maintain his silence.  Cleary eventually asked Rudi 

to leave it with him and he would speak with Ogilvy to clarify discussions 

he had with him prior to the sign-off.   

Rudi saw this as his opportunity to give Cleary some room to move 

and he agreed.   

In parting - Rudi also reminded him that in the four short months 

he had been there - Treasury had made more than $6 million in 

Treasury trading profits.  

Cleary took this in his stride - he knew exactly how much money 

Treasury had made.  He again reassured Rudi that he would get back to 
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him as soon as possible - once he had discussed the matter with Ogilvy.  

With that Rudi left and felt a little relieved.  

Rudi replayed the meeting over in his head as he headed back to 

the dealing room.  He used the stairs to give him the time to help clear 

his emotion rather than wait for the lift outside the Executive suits.   

He mused - ‘Cleary would have to realise that his $6k check in no 

way reflected the intent of what his bonus clause stated’. 

Some doubt continued to nag their way into his thought patterns 

when he reflected on his past employs, and how he had paid dearly for 

trusting people who had control over his career and financial security.   

Rudi was definitely uneasy and decided that he could do nothing 

more at this point.  

Later that afternoon, Rudi received a call to come and see Cleary.  

Cleary produced a copy of his signed appointment letter that had some 

comments and sign-off notations in the left margin.  The Bonus Clause 

had a notation next to it that said, ‘To be approved.’ 

This document confirmed to Rudi that Cleary did have some prior 

knowledge of a Bonus clause being included in his contract.  Cleary 

explained that he could now recall some discussion with Ogilvy about a 

Bonus clause prior to Rudi joining and had not given it another thought 

since. 

 Rudi was giving him the benefit of the doubt at this point 

concerning his explanation.  He gave no indication to Cleary as to what 

was going through his own mind.  His mind was rushing with all the 

thoughts of the day’s events to that point - all the previous entrapments 

he had relived in the last few years again came flushing back.  

 He started to become very concerned that history was about to 

repeat itself.  Rudi was well and truly primed to go on the attack at this 

point if things suddenly went badly.   

His reflective thought was as they say, ‘the fruit is always in the 

pudding’.   

Rudi was also thinking that with the extremes of paperwork that 

he had fed up the channel to Management in the previous months, it 

was quite plausible for something like the Bonus Scheme to have been 

overlooked.  That in no way excused Ogilvy for not having advanced the 

Bonus clause issue with Cleary when he had raised it with Ogilvy.    

The next phase of the meeting happened quickly.  Cleary advised 

that he had that day already engage KPMG1, to ‘provide advice in 

relation to a proposed Treasury bonus Scheme.’   

This was the quotation as it appeared on the Bonus Proposal 

response from KPMG.  The KPMG response was received 25th March 

1988 - some three months after this meeting.  Mr RJ Lumley, as Partner 

of KPMG, signed it.    

The interesting notation contained in the report was that the SBS 

AGM Finance had only written to KPMG in February ’88 requesting they 

do the report.  This was six weeks after Cleary said he had already 

asked KPMG to become involved.  By the time the repost arrived - 

Ogilvy had left – he resigned late January and was gone by mid 

February - again Rudi became sceptical. 

                                           
1 Peat Marwick Hungerfords Management Consultants 
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When Rudi read the report in late Mar ’88 – and noted these dates 

- he realised that the Bonus issue was not a real priority for the SBS 

Executive.  A lot of what Cleary said at the Dec ’87 meeting over his 

Christmas bonus now had a very hollow sound to it.  By Mar ’88, the 

SBS Treasury profits had grown to over $20 million.  The Treasury 

Bonus was now a monster of an issue in late Mar ’88 – Rudi’s view on 

the bonus due at 25% was over $5 million. 

Rudi’s response at the Cleary meeting in Dec ’88 indicated in a 

positive way that he accepted yet again, and in ‘good faith’, Cleary’s 

current intent, and comments he had already been in contact with 

KPMG.     

Rudi clearly remembers Cleary’s comments at the afternoon 

meeting - he declared openly that he would have Rudi’s interests 

covered.  He further commented that he personally, ‘would ensure the 

intent of the Bonus clause would be honoured’.   

Upon leaving the meeting, Cleary shook Rudi’s hand and again 

apologised for the misunderstanding.  He also commented that he was 

thankful that Rudi had bought the Bonus matter to his attention.   

After the meeting with Cleary, Rudi’s immediate fears were 

somewhat allayed.  He continued and went about Managing the Liquidity 

Portfolio without the infused Bonus payment concerns that had been 

lurking in the back of his mind previously.  He firmly believed Cleary and 

took him at his word.   

The $6k cheque stayed on Cleary’s desk and Rudi never saw it 

again – he received no Christmas bonus and this should have been a 

warning to Rudi.  All the other SBS staff who received Christmas bonus’s 

- all kept their cheques – all on the strength of what the SBS Treasury 

had achieved.    

In the letter that accompanied the Christmas bonus cheque, Cleary 

offered Rudi the option of either having the bonus paid into his non-

contributory superannuation plan, or taken as salaried income and 

subjected to standard tax deductions.   

 

********** 

 

This same option was not offered when three months later - the 

State Bank of NSW (SBNSW) had scuttled the SBS Treasury operation 

when they executed a Board room coup at the May 5th ’88 meeting – the 

new NSW Premier Nick Greiner sanctioned the coup.   

After the SBNSW takeover of the operational functions of the SBS - 

the SBNSW CEO – John O’Neill - authorised a $200k bonus payment to 

Rudi – he received a cheque for $98.5k after tax and the medi-care 

levy.  Rudi protested this payment on several levels.  He was given no 

option to place the payment in Super – or to have it made tax effective.  

When he tried to debate the issue with Cleary’s replacement – Tony 

Howarth - he was told to take a hike.     

Further attempts to discuss the Treasury Bonus pool –which was to 

be ratified at the May 5th Board meeting as declared by both Cleary and 

the then SBS Chairman - Ken Dennewald – were dismissed and battle 

lines were again drawn – Rudi had been screwed over once again by 

Management and Administrative types. 
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The Treasury Bonus pool – calculated at $8.5 million using the 

KPMG formula – was retained by the SBS who were now under SBNSW 

control.  The proceeds of the Treasury Bonus Pool eventually ended up 

in the SBNSW coffers.  The SBNSW sold the SBS to St George Building 

Society in Aug ’88 for $75 million.  The $75 million price gave St George 

the SBS capital and retained earnings of $60 million – some $20 million 

contributed by the SBS Treasury during Aug ’87 – May ‘88.  It was a 

fire-sale price for the SBS at the time when the SBNSW ownership of 

fixed-shares represented just $3 million of the SBS total $1.6 billion of 

capital, i.e. withdrawable membership equity and issued fixed-shares - 

and a retained earnings base in excess of $60 million.   

This was and remains a Corporate fraud - it involved the then NSW 

Premier – Nick Greiner - and several Ministers in his Government.  It 

also involved John O’Neill and his inner advisors at the State Bank - one 

of which ended up as Chairman of the SBS Board to oversee the merger. 

To get the NSW Premiers sanction – O’Neill fed the Premier false 

and misleading information.  The Premier based his decision on this 

information.  The planned SBNSW/SBS merger fell apart when one of 

Greiner’s own Ministers introduced a Bill to stop the merger – a hasty 

sale to St George behind closed doors was arranged - this was done 

without any due diligence undertaken to establish the true value of the 

SBS.   

The SBS members and staff were totally screwed by O’Neill’s 

agenda – his need for the SBS sale proceeds became necessary to help 

bail out his own SBNSW after the Oct ’87 crash.   

All this was to happen in the next six months.  Rudi had no idea 

the SBNSW were looking at the SBS – any discussion Rudi had with 

Ogilvy and Cleary on this matter indicated that if any takeover was 

going to happen – it would be the SBS taking over the SBNSW.  

 

********** 

 

After the December bonus meeting with Cleary - Rudi planned to 

take a few days off between the Christmas and a few days into the New 

Year.   

The market was always traditionally quite during this period and it 

would be an opportunity to reflect and recharge the mental batteries.  It 

was also a chance to have some quality time with his family.   

 


